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Shared Pattern History Tables in Multicomponent
Branch Predictors With a Dealiasing Cache

Moumita Das, Ansuman Banerjee , Mainak Chaudhuri, and Bhaskar Sardar

Abstract—In this letter, we study the problem of designing
multicomponent branch predictors for low-resource embedded
systems. The highlight of our design is a shared pattern history
table with a tiny dealiasing cache for intercomponent interference
resolution. Experiments on the CBP-5 traces are shown to record
the performance in terms of prediction accuracy. Synthesis results
generated using the Synopsys design compiler with TSMC 90-nm
libraries confirm the area and power benefits of our design.

Index Terms—Branch prediction, history table, interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

CLASSICAL multicomponent hybrid branch predictors
have found wide-spread use in the front-end of the com-

mercial processor pipelines; representative examples include
the Alpha 21264 Tournament predictor [11], the skew branch
predictors such as the 2Bc-gskew branch predictor which
was planned for the Alpha EV8 front-end [15]. The main
motivation driving multicomponent predictors has been the
observation [10] that different dynamic predictors fare differ-
ently on different branches in terms of prediction accuracy,
thereby necessitating the use of multiple predictor compo-
nents for predicting a branch. Multicomponent predictors have
been extensively studied in the literature, with a number of
design strategies, attempting to improve prediction accuracy
and power [2], [5].

A typical and widely popular class of multicomponent
predictors consists of a local and a global predictor compo-
nent and uses a sophisticated tournament prediction scheme
to choose the final prediction between these predictors at
run time. A local history-based predictor uses past outcome
information only about the branch under consideration for its
current prediction, while a global one takes into account the
outcome histories of the preceding branches in addition to
the present while making a prediction for a specific branch.
The local and global components maintain separate pattern
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history tables (PHTs) to store prediction information as 2-bit
saturating counters [13], which is used for predicting direc-
tions of future instances of branch instructions. This ensures
the predictors can operate in their individual spaces, without
interference.

Implementing multicomponent predictors on low-resource
embedded processors has been a challenge due to the high
area footprint that the separate tables demand. On the other
hand, sophisticated contemporary predictors like the TAgged
GEometric length predictor [14] and its variants also demand
separate history structures for their components to perform
well, and have been shown to be storage-sensitive in terms of
performance [6].

The main highlight of this letter is the design of a shared
single-PHT multicomponent hybrid predictor that can lever-
age the benefits of the local and global histories, while at the
same time, require a low area footprint. In addition to the
shared PHT, we keep a small dealiasing cache to hold history
information for the address entries on which the local and
global components collide, while the operation of the PHT
remains shared between predictors otherwise.

This letter on economizing the pattern history table budget
is applicable to the generic class of multicomponent hybrid
branch predictors that traditionally employ separate PHTs for
individual predictor components. While our proposal can be
successfully applied to a wide variety of hybrid predictors, the
other predictors that do not employ multiple PHTs are beyond
the scope of this letter. There exist proposals that replace
the PHT of two-level branch predictors by a reasonably large
cache to address under-utilization of the PHT entries [8], [9].
In contrast, this letter augments a traditional PHT with a tiny
specialized de-aliasing cache with the sole goal of reducing
destructive interference in the PHT entries. This distinguishes
us from earlier proposals.

Experiments on the CBP-5 [4] traces show that our pro-
posal achieves comparable performance in terms of prediction
accuracy in comparison to the classical non shared implemen-
tation. Further, we present synthesis results using the Synopsys
design compiler (DC) compiler with TSMC 90-nm libraries to
show the energy and area benefits of our design.

II. PROPOSED MULTICOMPONENT PREDICTOR DESIGN

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our architecture, with 2 predic-
tor components, a local and a global operating independently.
The local one uses a branch history table (BHT) to store the
branch-specific history patterns (branch outcomes). The local
branch history register (LBHR) corresponding to a branch
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Fig. 1. Our proposal: Shared PHT with side cache.

stores an n-bit pattern corresponding to the last n outcomes
of the branch. For a given branch, the BHT is indexed by the
last m bits of the branch address or the program counter (PC)
value and the n-bit LBHR value stored at that index is used
to index the PHT. The BHT stores 2m entries, each of size
n, thus occupying a storage of n ∗ 2m bits. The PHT has 2n

entries. Each entry in the PHT stores a 2-bit saturating counter,
the most significant bit of this counter value is the predicted
direction of a branch instance. The global predictor uses the
hash function in [14] with a k-bit global branch history register
(GBHR) and PC to index the PHT

H = PC[0 : n − 1] ⊕ GBHR[0 : n − 1]

⊕ GBHR[k − n : k − 1].

The GBHR stores a running outcome history of the n previous
branch instances. The predictions of the local and the global
predictors are read from the corresponding indices of the PHT.
To select between the local and global predictions for a branch,
a choice predictor using the same hash function H is used to
index into a predictor selection table. Each entry of this table
stores a 2-bit saturating counter whose MSB determines the
best predictor (either global or local) for every branch. If the
counter state is 00 or 01, the prediction from the global pre-
dictor is considered, while the local one is used for 10 or 11.
When the branch outcome gets known, this counter is updated
only if the predictions from the two predictors are different,
based on whose prediction matched the outcome [11]. The
counter state is decremented if the branch outcome matches
that of the global, otherwise, it is incremented. When a branch
retires, the corresponding LBHR, GBHR, and the 2-bit counter
in the shared PHT needs to be updated with the actual out-
come to train the predictors for future prediction. This may
lead to a potential interference if the PHT entry to be updated
is owned by the other component. To enable PHT sharing
and ensure noninterference, we identify and resolve the PHT
interference between the components and allocate side cache
entries. Additionally, we modify the predictor lookup of each
in the fetch stage for incorporating the cache with the PHT,
and augment the retire stage with a cache entry creation step.

Handling Intercomponent Interferences: An interference
occurs when an entry in the PHT which one of the compo-
nents (global or local) uses to keep its 2-bit counter history
information is modified by the other component. To identify
interference, each entry in the shared PHT has an ownership
bit (WHO bit in Fig. 1), which holds the current owner of
the entry, a value 0 indicates that the global component owns
it, while 1 indicates ownership of the local one. A predictor
can modify the prediction information of a PHT entry only

Algorithm 1: Global Prediction at Fetch Cycle

1 T : Shared PHT; S : Side cache; GBHR : Global BHR
2 gindex = index of T using indexing function H
3 Access T[gindex] and find the WHO bit stored in that entry.
4 if WHO = 0 then
5 gpred = MSB of the T[gindex].2BitCounter
6 else
7 sindex = Side cache entry (S) for GBHR
8 if sindex is not NULL and has VALID = 1 then
9 gpred = MSB of S[sindex].2BitCounter

10 else
11 gPred = 00 /* not-taken default prediction */

if it owns the entry or nobody owns it. WHO bits for all
PHT entries are initially set to 0, assigning ownership to the
global. However, this ownership can change. We adopt a first
touch allocation policy [12] to ensure that whoever accesses
the entry first with a valid address becomes the owner and that
disallows the other component from accessing the entry. If an
owned entry is accessed by a nonowning component, a side
cache entry is created for the latter.

Dealiasing Side Cache: The role of the side cache is to
hold the prediction information of all PHT entries for which
interferences occur. Each valid side cache entry is associ-
ated with some PHT entry in which an interference occurs.
Whenever a side cache entry is created, the corresponding
PHT index (GBHR or LBHR) is stored as well. To store the
prediction information, each entry contains a 2-bit counter.
Additionally, each entry contains a valid bit to indicate whether
it contains a valid PHT entry.

Fetch Stage Modification: When a branch instance is
fetched, the two predictors are active and simultaneously
access the shared PHT to retrieve the predictions. The WHO
bit for each entry records which predictor updated this entry
most recently. Based on the current value of the WHO bit, the
prediction is generated. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed steps
for the global component. Initially, all WHO bits are 0 and all
2-bit counters are initialized to 00. Hence, 0 as the WHO bit
for a PHT entry can mean one of the following.

1) No predictor has accessed this PHT entry as yet.
2) The global predictor owns this entry.
If the global component finds the entry with WHO bit 0,

it takes the MSB of the current 2-bit counter value as its
prediction. Since the 2-bit counter is initialized as 00, its MSB
also gives the default prediction as not-taken. The working of
the global component is summarized in Algorithm 1.

A similar activity is carried out for the local predictor as
well, except that in this case, the shared PHT is accessed with
the LBHR and the side cache is looked up when the WHO bit
is 0. If the WHO bit of that entry is 1, it takes the MSB of the
current 2-bit counter value as the local prediction. If the WHO
bit is 0, the side cache is searched with the corresponding
LBHR and the prediction is generated as in Algorithm 1.

Branch Retire and Update Stage Modification: Creation
of an entry in the side cache and updation of prediction
information occur at the branch retire stage, when the out-
come of the branch is known. The predictions from the
global prediction gpred and local predictor lpred are known
previously from the fetch stage. The state of the choice counter
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Algorithm 2: Retire Stage for Global Component

1 begin
2 Find PHT entry e = T[gindex]
3 if WHO bit of e is 0 then
4 Update 2-bit counter of PHT entry with actual outcome
5 else
6 if a valid side cache entry S available for GBHR then
7 Update 2-bit counter of S with the actual outcome
8 else
9 /*side cache entry not present, insert new entry */

10 if an empty entry E is found in the cache then
11 Set VALID of E as 1
12 else
13 Replace an entry E using LRU replacement

14 Insert GBHR at E, Initialize 2-bit counter of E as
00

15 Update 2-bit counter of E with the actual outcome

16 GBHR is updated according to the actual branch outcome

stored in the choice predictor indicates the predictor chosen for
the final prediction in the corresponding fetch stage. If the state
is 00 or 01, the global predictor gave the final prediction, oth-
erwise the local predictor gave the final prediction. However,
update methods are invoked for both the predictors. The state
of the choice counter is updated if and only if the predictions
provided by the two predictors are different, decremented if
the actual branch outcome is the same as gpred, and incre-
mented if it is same as lpred. We describe in Algorithm 2 the
steps to update the shared PHT/cache entry associated with
the global predictor. A similar activity is done for the local
component, with the following changes.

1) The PHT is indexed with the LBHR.
2) The side cache creation or update is done when the

WHO bit of the PHT entry is 0.
3) Both the GBHR and the LBHR are updated with the

actual outcome when a branch retires.
Additionally, if the local component finds that the WHO bit
of the PHT entry is 0 and the prediction stored therein is 00
(either due to initialization or as stored by the global compo-
nent), we transfer ownership to the local component by setting
the WHO bit of the PHT entry as 1. This does not harm the
global component even though it might have stored 00 in this
PHT entry, since when it reaccesses with the same PHT entry
and finds the WHO bit set, it will not get a side cache entry
and hence, restart with the prediction as 00.

The methodology above creates a cache entry whenever an
interference occurs in a PHT entry, thereby eliminating all
PHT interferences. We now describe a further optimization.

III. PHT OPTIMIZATION

We classify interpredictor interference into two different
classes: positive interference and negative interference. An
instance of positive interference for a shared PHT entry occurs
when the prediction given by the current predictor and the
state of the 2-bit counter stored at that shared PHT entry by
the other component owning the entry are aligned in the same
direction (either both taken or both not taken). In such a case,
we can avoid the creation of an additional side cache entry
and allow both the components to operate on the same PHT

TABLE I
CASES FOR INTERFERENCE

entry. An instance of negative interference occurs when they
are not aligned in the same direction. The different scenar-
ios for positive and negative interference are summarized in
Table I.

In the previous method, we disallow any interference, hence
the benefit of positive interference is lost as well. We now
propose another methodology that eliminates only negative
interferences and allows the components to work on the same
PHT entry as long as their predictions match. In such a case,
a smaller number of cache allocations is expected to happen.
We now describe the modifications needed in the fetch and
retire stages to incorporate this enhancement.

Fetch Stage Modification: In the fetch stage, for the global
predictor, if the WHO bit of the corresponding PHT entry is 1,
the side cache is looked up. If a valid side cache entry is avail-
able for that PHT index, the MSB of the 2-bit counter there
gives the prediction. If no valid side cache entry is available for
that PHT index, it indicates either no interference occurred till
that point or only instances of positive interference occurred
between the components for that entry. At the time of pos-
itive interference, the 2-bit counter of the PHT index was
updated. Hence, to get the benefit of the positive interference,
the MSB of the 2-bit counter stored in that PHT index is taken
as the global prediction. A similar action follows for the local
component as well.

Branch Retire and Update Stage: The methodologies
for creating an entry in the side cache and corresponding
prediction information update for a branch instance are now
different for both the components. We explain the action taken
for the global component in the retire stage. As earlier, if the
WHO bit of the corresponding entry is 0, the shared PHT
is looked up, and the action is exactly as outlined in the first
case. However, if the WHO bit is 1, it indicates that the global
component does not own the entry and there is an interference.
This interference can be positive or negative. We first check
for a valid side cache entry for the GBHR. If found, we update
the 2-bit counter of that entry according to the actual branch
outcome. If the side cache entry for this GBHR is not avail-
able, we check for the interference type. We create a new side
cache entry only if the interference is negative. For the local
component, the methodology is similar.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We compare the prediction accuracy of our design with 3
others, as summarized in Table II as (a), (b), (c), Design-1, and
Design-2. The choice predictor in each case has 4096 × 2 bits.
For iso-storage comparison, we scale up the PHT in (b) to
obtain (c) with a PHT of size 8192 × 2 bits. For accessing
this shared PHT, a 13-bit index is needed. Hence, BHT stores
a 13-bit LBHR in (c). All designs are implemented inside the
CBP-5 [4] predictor evaluation infrastructure. After execution,
it reports the mispredictions per kilo instructions (MPKI). In
Design-1, once the local predictor gains ownership of a PHT
location through the WHO bit, the ownership does not change
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TABLE II
DESIGN DETAILS

Fig. 2. Average MPKI for different implementations.

TABLE III
CACHE ENTRY CREATION STATISTICS AND ENERGY RESULTS

further. To address this unfairness toward the global compo-
nent, we perform a periodic reset of the WHO bits after every
10-million branch instructions.

Fig. 2 shows the average MPKIs of (a), (b), (c) and our
designs for CBP-5 trace categories. MPKI reduces when a
side cache is used along with the shared PHT compared to the
MPKI of the shared PHT designs without the side cache. With
a 32-entry side cache, the MPKI reduces for both Design-1
and Design-2, even when compared to (c). The increase in
storage in (c) leads to less number of instances of positive
interference due to increase in the number of index bits and
thereby, the benefits of the extra storage are not achieved as
expected. Further, we compare the number of cache entries
allocated in Design-1 and Design-2. Results in Table III shows
that Design-2 indeed fares better. The average PHT and BHT
utilization is quite high in our proposed designs for each trace
category, thereby justifying the sizes chosen for each.

To evaluate the area and power consumption, we develop
Verilog RTL and use the Veriwell simulator [1] to verify the
designs. The DC [7] is used to synthesize our designs with
TSMC 90-nm libraries. Our design achieves a 1.6% area ben-
efit over (a). The 2 PHTs in (a) are synthesized as 2 single-port
SRAMs, while in the rest, the shared PHT is synthesized as a
dual-port SRAM to enable simultaneous access by the 2 com-
ponents in the fetch and retire stages. The synthesis of the BHT
and the choice tables are similar in all the 3 designs, while
the cache in our design is a fully associative SRAM. The PHT
and the side cache are looked up in parallel in the fetch stage
of the pipeline, hence the critical path is unchanged. The PHT
update in the retire stage is not on the critical path as well. We

TABLE IV
MPKI FOR CBP-4

also present our analysis on using a Verilog module to mea-
sure per access read energy for both the SRAM and the side
cache. We collect the total number of read and write accesses
for all the designs from the CBP-5 program traces and multiply
these numbers with the per access energy obtained from DC
to obtain the total energy expended in each CBP-5 program.
Table III shows the average % energy improvement for our
design over the nonshared implementation for each CBP-5 pro-
gram category. Further, we experiment with the CBP-4 traces,
some of which are derived from SPEC 2006 [3]. Table IV
presents a comparison of the average MPKI for each trace
category with the different designs. Our proposal significantly
outperforms the other designs in this case as well.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a storage-efficient design for multicomponent
branch predictors. The main highlight of our proposal is to
enable the predictor components work on a shared prediction
table, while maintaining a tiny dealiasing cache to resolve
entries on which the predictors collide. We believe this design
can be useful for resource constrained embedded devices.
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